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Problem peculiarities and applications: I
Applied (physical) problems whose solution is reduced to these equations:
Mathematical modeling of quantum processes of collision of molecules, atoms and
atomic nuclei or processes of wave propagation in waveguides (oceanic, optical,
electromagnetic), as well as transitions between their metastable and bound states,
by the method of coupled channels, or normal modes, is reduced to solving boundary
value problems (BVPs) for the system N-connected ordinary dierential equations of
the second order (ODE).
distinctive features of the proposed approach to solving ... Most likely such a problem
(ODE system of the 2nd order) is not being solved for the rst time ... What's new?
The mathematical model of the above processes, given in the form of an initial
multidimensional (quantum mechanical) or three-dimensional boundary value
problem of an elliptic type, is reduced:
to a system of N-ODEs with variable coecients (real or complex, tabular or
piecewise continuous, or not only continuous, but also having continuous derivatives
up to a given order) on a nite interval with boundary conditions of mixed type:
Robin (i.e., third type or radiation condition), Neumann and Dirichlet, using the
constructed asymptotics of the desired solution and its expansion in terms of suitable
basis functions, including the calculation of the variable coecients of the ODE integrals in the reduction of the original problem in terms of basis functions, by the
Kantorovich method or by the incomplete Galerkin method.

Problem peculiarities and applications: II
New implementation
For example, for the problem of subbarrier fusion of heavy ions or the problem of
calculating transverse modes in smoothly irregular optical bers, the proposed
method and the program implementing it by means the nite element method (FEM)
allow solving the problem of scattering or metastable states for an N-ODE system
with complex (or real variable coecients) with dierent numbers of asymptotically
coupled open channels and calculate the eigenfunction and the symmetric (or
unitary) scattering matrix composed of square matrices of transmission amplitudes
and rectangular matrices of reection amplitudes or with complex energy eigenvalues
and eigenfunctions of metastable states(calculated by means of the Newton method).
The same is about the nite element method. Surely this is not the rst
implementation of the method (see, for example, the Finite Elements Modeling
package for the Maple system:
[https : //www.maplesoft.com/applications/view.aspx?SID = 4671]) What is the
dierence between the proposed implementation?
Standard FEM programs (with Lagrange interpolation polynomials), implemented in
FORTRAN, C, MAPLE, MATHEMATICA ... in the public domain, solve elliptic
boundary value problems: three-dimensional, two-dimensional and one-dimensional,
but not for N-ODE systems of the type indicated above.

Problem peculiarities and applications: III

New implementation
In standard FEM programs, Lagrange interpolation polynomials are used to
approximate the desired solution, which do not preserve the continuity of the
derivatives of solutions up to a given order, depending on the smoothness of the
variable coecients of the ODE at the boundary points of the subintervals of the
nite element mesh.
In the proposed software implementation of the FEM, to approximate the desired
solution, Hermite interpolation polynomials are used, which preserve the continuity
of the derivatives of the desired solution up to a given order, depending on the
smoothness of the variable coecients of the ODE at the boundary points of the
subintervals of the nite element mesh. The approximation of the Hermite
interpolation polynomials for smooth coecients of the ODE saves computer
resources and provides not only high accuracy, but also the continuity of the gradient
of the desired solution.

Problem peculiarities and applications: IV
And nally, why Maple? Why not Fortran or C? What symbolic capabilities of
Maple are used in the program?
The FORTRAN and MAPLE program complexes for solving the above boundary
value problems for the N-ODE system by the nite element method (FEM) and the
method of constructing asymptotics (MA) of the sought solutions necessary for
constructing Robin's boundary conditions (i.e., the third type or radiation condition)
are being developed authors of the report from 2000 to 2020 and are presented in the
libraries of computer programs of the journal Computer Physics Communication and
JINRLIB (Joint Institute for Nuclear Research (JINR)).
MAPLE applies:
1) to calculate the Hermite interpolation polynomials, approximate the sought
solution (and approximate in the case of tabular variable ODE coecients and
smooth sewing with their asymptotics), construct the asymptotics of the sought ODE
solution necessary for constructing Robin or radiation boundary conditions.
2) for the expansion of the desired solution of the original multidimensional
boundary value problem in suitable basis functions, including the calculation of the
basis functions of their rst derivatives with respect to the parameter - the
independent variable of the ODE, variable coecients of the ODE - integrals in the
reduction of the original multidimensional boundary value problem in terms of basic
functions and their rst derivatives, by the method Kantorovich or the incomplete
Galerkin method, as well as a convenient graphical representation of all the elements
that make up the solution of the boundary value problem.

Problem statement [G. Chuluunbaatar et al, EPJ Web Conf. 226, 02008 (2020)]
o
System of N second-order ODEs for unknowns Φ(z) ≡ {Φ(i) (z)}Ni=1
,
(i)
(i)
(i)
T
min
Φ (z) = (Φ1 (z), . . . , ΦN (z)) by z in the region z ∈ Ωz = (z , z max )


−


fA (z)
1
d
d
d
1 d fA (z)Q(z)
I fA (z)
+ V(z)+
Q(z)
+
− E I Φ(z) = 0. (1)
fB (z) dz
dz
fB (z)
dz
fB (z)
dz

fB (z) > 0 fA (z) > 0, I is unit matrix; V(z) and Q(z) are a symmetric and an
antisymmetric N × N matrices, with real or complex-valued coecients from the
Sobolev space H2s≥1 (Ω).
All coecients are continuous (or piecewise continuous) functions that have
derivatives up to the order of κmax − 1 ≥ 1 in the domain z ∈ Ω̄z .

The boundary conditions (G(z t ) = R(z t ) − Q(z t ) is symmetric matrix):
(I) :
(II) :
(III) :

Φ(z t ) = 0, t = min and/or max,


d
lim fA (z) I
− Q(z) Φ(z) = 0, t = min and/or max,
dz
z→z t


d
lim I
− Q(z) Φ(z) = G(z t )Φ(z t ), t = min and/or max .
dz
z→z t

Problem 1. The scattering problem at a xed energy E (keypot=2)
incident wave + outgoing waves asymptotic form

(
Φ→ (z → ±∞) =

(→)

(
Φ← (z → ±∞) =

(←)

(c)

z → −∞
z → +∞

(c)

z → −∞
z → +∞

Xmin (z) + Xmin (z)R→ + Xmin (z)Rc→ ,
(→)
(c)
Xmax (z)T→ + Xmax (z)Tc→ ,
(←)

(←)
Xmax (z)

Xmin (z)T← + Xmin (z)Tc← ,
(→)
(c)
+ Xmax (z)R← + Xmax (z)Rc← ,

Φ→ (z), Φ← (z) are the matrix solutions by dimension N × NoL , N × NoR ,
NoL , NoR are the numbers of open channels,
(→)
(←)
Xmin (z), Xmin (z) are open channel asymptotic solutions at z → −∞, dim. N × NoL ,
(→)
(←)
Xmax (z), Xmax (z) are open channel asymptotic solutions at z → +∞, dim. N × NoR ,
(c)
(c)
Xmin (z), Xmax (z) are closed channel solutions, dim. N × (N − NoL ), N × (N − NoR ),
R→ , R← are the reection amplitude square matrices of dimension NoL × NoL , NoR × NoR ,
T→ , T← are the transmission amplitude rectangular mat. of dim. NoR × NoL , NoL × NoR ,
Rc→ , Tc→ , Tc← , Rc← are auxiliary matrices.

Problem 1. The scattering problem. Example of asymptotic solutions
ODE in asymptotic regions z → ±∞


d2
−I 2 + VL,R − E I Φ(z) = 0,
dz

where VL,R are real-valued constant matrices.

Asymptotic solutions: diagonal or nondiagonal
The open channel asymptotic solutions: io = 1, ..., NoL,R :
 q

L,R
exp ±ı E − λio z
()
q
ΨL,R
Xio (z → ±∞) →
io ,
L,R
4
E − λio

λL,R
< E.
io

The closed channels asymptotic solutions ic = NoL,R + 1, . . . , N :
 q

(c)
L,R
Xio (z → ±∞) → exp − λL,R
λL,R
≥ E.
ic
ic − E|z| Ψic ,
Here λL,R
and ΨiL,R
are the solutions of the algebraic eigenvalue problems for the
i
c
nondiagonal channels [P.W. Wen et al, Phys. Rev. C 101, 014618 (2020)]
VL,R ΨL,R
= λL,R
ΨL,R
,
i
i
i

(ΨL,R
)T ΨL,R
= δij .
i
j

Problem 1. The scattering problem
Wronskian conditions
Wr(Q(z); X(∓) (z), X(±) (z)) = ±2ıIoo , Wr(Q(z); X(±) (z), X(±) (z)) = 0,

 
T
db(z)
da(z)
Wr(Q(z); a(z), b(z)) = aT (z)
− Q(z)b(z) −
− Q(z)a(z) b(z).
dz
dz

For real-valued potentials the transmission T and reection R amplitudes are
subjected the relations providing unitarity (black) and symmetry (blue) of S-matrix
T†→ T→ + R†→ R→ = Ioo ,
T†→ R← + R†→ T← = 0,
TT→

= T← ,

RT→

= R→ ,

T†← T← + R†← R← = Ioo ,
R†← T→ + T†← R→ = 0,
RT← = R← .

For real-valued potentials the scattering matrix is symmetric and unitary,

S=

R→
T→

T←
R←


,

S† S = SS† = 1,

while for complex potentials it is only symmetric S = ST .

Problem 2. For bound (keypot=1) or metastable (keypot=3) states
Case (a) of the complex-valued potentials and complex eigenvalues E = <E + ı=E :
<E1 ≤ <E2 ≤ ... ≤ <ENo
The eigenfunctions Φm (z) obey the normalization and orthogonality conditions
Z z max
0
(Φm |Φm0 ) =
fB (z)(Φ(m) (z))T Φ(m ) (z)dz = δmm0 .
z min

Asymptotes of the bound states
 q

(c)
Xio (z → ±∞) → exp − λL,R
−
E
|z|
ΨL,R
i
ic ,
ic

ic = 1, . . . , N.

Fundamental asymptotic solutions (for metastable states)



q
L,R
→ ±∞) → exp +ı E − λio |z| ΨL,R
λL,R
< <E, io = 1, ..., NoL,R ,
io ,
io
 q

(c)
Xio (z → ±∞) → exp − λiL,R
λL,R
≥ <E, ic = NoL,R + 1, . . . , N.
− E|z| ΨL,R
ic ,
ic
c
()
Xio (z

that correspond to the Siegert outgoing wave boundary conditions [A. J. F. Siegert,
Phys. Rev. 56, 750 (1939); A.A. Gusev et al, Theor. Math. Phys. 186, 21 (2016). ].

Finite Element Method
Subproblems:
BVP → minimization of quadratic functional problem
Finite Element Mesh
Construction of shape functions
I

Interpolation Polynomials
F
F

I

Lagrange Interpolation Polynomials
Hermite Interpolation Polynomials[A.A. Gusev, et al, Lecture Notes in Computer
Science 8660, 138 (2014).]

...

Construction of piecewise polynomial functions by joining the shape functions
Calculations of the integrals
I
I

Gaussian quadratures
...

Solving of Algebraic (Eigenvalue) Problem
I
I

I

built-in procedures of the linear algebra
Continuous Analog of Newton Method[A.A. Gusev, et al, Lecture Notes in
Computer Science 9301, 182 (2015)]
...

1D Interpolation Hermite Polynomials
1D Interpolation Lagrange Polynomials

ϕr (zr 0 ) = δrr 0 ,

ϕr (zr 0 ) =



p
Y
z − zr 0
.
zr − zr 0
0

r 0 =0,r 6=r

The values of the functions ϕκr (z) with their
derivatives up to the order (κmax
− 1), i.e. κ =
r
0, . . . , κmax
− 1, where κr is referred to as the
r
multiplicity of the node zr , are determined by the
expressions [Berezin, I.S., Zhidkov, N.P.: Computing
Methods, vol. I. Pergamon Press, Oxford (1965)]:
1D Interpolation Hermite Polynomials
0

ϕκr (zr 0 ) = δrr 0 δκ0 ,

d κ ϕκr (z)
dz κ0

= δrr 0 δκκ0 .
z=z 0
r

Piecewise
polynomial
functions Pl (z) constructed
by joining the 3rd order ILP
(upper) and IHP (lower).
Last of them conserve the
continuity the rst derivative
on the boundaries of the
each
of
three
intervals.

Interpolation Hermite Polynomials
1D Interpolation Hermite Polynomials: New analytical formula [A.A. Gusev, et al,
Lecture Notes in Computer Science 8660, 138 (2014).]
κmax
−1
r

ϕκr (z)

= wr (z)

X

0

0

arκ,κ (z − zr )κ ,

κ0 =0

arκ,κ

0


0,


 1/κ0 !,
=
0
κP
−1


 −

κ00 =κ

κ0 < κ,
κ0 = κ,
0
00
κ,κ00
grκ −κ (zr )ar
(κ0 −κ00 )!

,

κ0 > κ.

The auxiliary weight function

wr (z) =


κmax
p
Y
r0
z − zr 0
,
zr − zr 0
0

r 0 =0,r 6=r

grκ (z) =

d κ wr (z)
= wr (z)grκ (z),
dz κ

dgrκ−1 (z)
+ gr1 (z)grκ−1 (z),
dz

gr0 (z) = 1,

gr1 (z) =

wr (zr ) = 1,
p
X
r 0 =0,r 0 6=r

κmax
r0
.
z − zr 0

Algebraic (Eigenvalue) Problem
The BVP (1) is reduced to
(A − EB)Φh = 0,

A = A(2) + A(1) + V + Mmin − Mmax ,

where A and positive dened B are symmetric LN × LN stiness and mass matrices
(L is number of basis functions, N is number of equations):
(2)
1 ,ν2 ;µ1 +1,µ2 +1

Aν
(1)
1 ,ν2 ;µ1 +1,µ2 +1

Aν

=

Z

X
(j,l1 ,l2 )∈D

z max
j
z min
j

X

=

(j,l1 ,l2 )∈D


fA (z)

Pl1 Qν1 ν2 (z)

Vν1 ,ν2 ;µ1 +1,µ2 +1 =

Z

z max
j
z min
j

dPl2
dz

−

dPl1
dz

dPl1 dPl2
dz

dz

dz,


Qν1 ν2 (z)Pl2

dz,

z max
Zj

X

Bν1 ,ν2 ;µ1 +1,µ2 +1 =

δν1 ν2 fA (z)

(j,l1 ,l2 )∈D

fB (z)dzPl1 Vν1 ν2 (z)Pl2 ,
z min
j

X
(j,l1 ,l2 )∈D

Z

z max
j
z min
j

δν1 ν2 fB (z)Pl1 Pl2 dz,

The matrices Mmax and Mmin have only one nonzero N × N sub-matrices each:
Mνmin
= fA (z min )Gν1 ,ν2 (z min ) and Mνmax
= fA (z max )Gν1 ,ν2 (z max ),
1 ,ν2 ;11
1 ,ν2 ;L+1−κp ,L+1−κp
respectively.

Functional structure of KANTBP 5M code

keypot=0 approximation of
function given in nodes by a
continuous one in the form of a
procedure.
keypot=1 solution of the
eigenvalue problem,
keypot=2 solution of the
multichannel scattering problem,
keypot=3 solution of the
eigenvalue problem by Newton
method,
keypot=4
(supplementary)
calculations of errors estimation
of IHP and stiness and
mass matrices elements of the
algebraic problem.
DirL, DirR; boundary condition key in the left and right points of interval:
1 Dirichlet boundary condition,
2 Neumann boundary condition,
3 Robin boundary condition,
0 Robin boundary condition that determined from the asymptotic solution,
4 Robin boundary condition that determined from the asymptotic solution for the
user supplied procedure.

List of the procedures
IHPdefs(); denitions of parameters
IHPpars(); denitions of parameters of FEM
IHPs(); construction of IHPs
IHPGauss(); construction of gaussian quadrature nodes and weights and values of IHPs in
gaussian quadrature nodes
IHPPiecewise(); construction of relation among numbers of IHP, nite element,
piecewise polynomial functions, ODE, component of eigenvector
IHPMatrices(); construction of mass and stiness matrix
IHPEigv(); calculation of eigenvalues
IHPEigf(); calculation of eigenfunctions
Gmatricesdef(); denitions of auxiliary arrays for multichannel scattering problem
Gmatrices(); calculations of auxiliary arrays for multichannel scattering problem
LBC2() or RBC2(); (at DirL=0 or DirR=0); constructions of asymptotic boundary conditions
LBC() or RBC(); (at DirL=4 or DirR=4); constructions of asymptotic boundary conditions (user
supplied procedure)
Smatdef(); denitions of S -matrix arrays for multichannel scattering problem
Smatsol();solution of multichannel scattering problem
initnewt(); denitions of auxiliary arrays for Newton method
newton(); solution of eigenvalue problem by Newton scheme
solplot*(); *=1,2,3 visualization of solution
solproc*(); *=0,1,2,3 construction of the procedure of calculation of eigenfunctions
HPPlot1(); plot of IHPs
testIHP(); leading term of approximation errors of IHP interpolation
testmatrixIHP(); approximation errors of mass B and stiness A matrices

Typical examples
The solution of eigenvalue problem with P
oschl-Teller potential (1 ODE)
The solution of eigenvalue and multichannel scattering problems with piecewise
constant potentials (6 ODEs) [G. Chuluunbaatar et al, EPJ Web Conf. 226,
02008 (2020)]
The solution of metastable states problems with MEMO potential (1 ODE) [V.
L. Derbov et al, Proc. SPIE 11458, 114580Q (2020)]
All presented calculations are performed on MAPLE 2019 using the PC Intel
Pentium CPU 2x1.50 GHz 4GB 64bit Windows 8.
The used version KANTBP 5M will be appeared in program library JINRLIB.
Test Examples 1 − 23

N

well with innite high walls
harmonic oscillator
Coulomb potential
Poschl-Teller potential
Scarf complex potential
Morse potential
piecewise constant potential
potential with BC depending on E
system of piecewise constant potentials
square, equilateral triangle
scattering of two particles
two Scarf complex potentials
MEMO potential

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
6
28
5
1
1

0

1
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4
5
7
17
9,19

keypot

10
12
21-23

15
21,23
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6
8
18

3
4
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18,19
16
20
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14
22
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23

Example 1. The Poschl-Teller potential (eigenvalue problem)

−

d2
99
−
− Ei
dz 2
4 cosh2 z


Φi (z) = 0,

dΦ(z)
dz

=0
z=±zmax

On epure: the potential V (z) and eigenfunctions Φi (z) with eigenvalues Ei of ve
bound states i = 1, ..., 5.

Example 1. The Poschl-Teller potential (eigenvalue problem)

On epure: the discrepancy DS(z) =



2

d
− dz
2 −

99
4 cosh2 z


− Ei Φapprox
(z) (upper panel)
i

and dierences DF (z) = |Φapprox
(z) − Φexact
(z)| between approximated and exact
i
i
values (lower panel) for eigenfunctions of ve bound states.

Example 2. System of N ODEs the piecewise constant potentials


d2
−I 2 + V(z) − E I Φ(z) = 0, Φ(z) = (Φ1 (z), . . . , ΦN (z))T ,
dz
V(z) = {V1 , z≤z1 , V2 , z≤z2 , ..., Vk−1 , z≤zk −1 , Vk , z>zk−1 }, ⇔
Vji (z) = {Vji;1 , z≤z1 , Vji;2 , z≤z2 , ..., Vji;k−1 , z≤zk −1 , Vji;k , z>zk −1 },

i, j = 1, ..., N.

We use method of matching the fundamental solutions for comparison



d2
+
V
−
E
I
Φm (z) = 0, z ∈ (zm−1 , zm ], m = 1, ..., k ,
m
dz 2

q
q
N 
X
(m)
(m)
(m)
(m)
(m)
(m)
,
Φm (z)=
Ai exp(− λi −Ez)Ψi +Bi exp( λi −Ez)Ψi

−I
⇒

i=1

lim

z→zm−1

Φm−1 (z)
Φm (z)
−
= 0, m = 2, ..., k
dz
dz
⇒2N(k −1) linear eqs. with 2N(k −1) unknowns.

Φm−1 (z) − Φm (z) = 0,

lim

z→zm−1

Example 2. The piecewise constant potentials (eigenvalue problem)
−

d2
d2
−
+V (y, z)−E
dy 2 dz 2

!
Ψ(y, z)=0, V (y , z)={0, z<−2; −2y, z<2; 2y}, y ∈ [0, π], z ∈ (−∞, +∞),
√

Ψ(y, z)=

X
i

√

2
sin(iy )Φi (z) →
π

−I

d2
+Vm − E I
dz 2

!
Φm (z) = 0,

Example 2. The piecewise constant potentials (eigenvalue problem)

On epure: the eigenfunctions of three bound states.

Example 2. The piecewise constant potentials (multichannel scattering
problem)

Example 2. The piecewise constant potentials (multichannel scattering
problem)

On epure: the eigenfunctions of scattering states.

Example 3. The MEMO potential for Be2 molecule (metastable states)


1 d 2 d
z
+V (z)−Ei
− 2
z dz dz


Φi (z) = 0,

dΦ(z)
dz

=0,
z=zmin

V (z) = {Vgrid , z < zas ; Vas , z ≥ zas } +

dΦ(z)
dz
L(L + 1)
.
z2

=R(E)Φ(zmax ),
z=zmax

Example 3. The MEMO potential for Be2 molecule (metastable states)

On epure: the eigenfunctions of the bound state (initial approximation for Newton
method) and the metastable state of Be2 molecule at orbital momentum L = 11 with
complex energy E = 1.554456 − 0.000014ı. There are 51 sharp shape resonance
metastable states important to laser spectroscopy up to L = 44 are found [V. L.
Derbov et al, Proc. SPIE 11458, 114580Q (2020)].

Conclusion
The KANTBP 5M program (the upgrade of KANTBP 4M by A.A. Gusev et al,
JINRLIB [ https://wwwinfo.jinr.ru/programs/jinrlib/kantbp4m/indexe.html])
implemented in MAPLE for solutions to a given accuracy of multichannel
scattering and eigenvalue problems for the system of ODEs of the second order
with continuous or piecewise continuous real or complex-valued coecients.
Discretization of the boundary problems are implemented by the FEM with the
interpolation Hermite polynomials preserves the property of continuity of
derivatives of the desired solutions.
For the reduction of the scattering problem with a dierent number of open
channels in the two (left and right) asymptotic regions to the boundary
problems on a nite interval, the asymptotic boundary conditions are
approximated homogeneous third-type or Robin boundary conditions.
For the calculation of metastable states with complex eigenvalues, or to solve the
problem for bound states with third type or Robin boundary conditions
depending on the spectral parameter the Newtonian iteration scheme is
implemented.
Code of the KANTBP 5M and test examples of solving eigenvalue problems and
scattering problems of quantum mechanics will be present in program library
JINRLIB.

Thank you for your attention

Questions for discussion and replies: I
Applied (physical) problems whose solution is reduced to these equations:
Mathematical modeling of quantum processes of collision of molecules, atoms and
atomic nuclei or processes of wave propagation in waveguides (oceanic, optical,
electromagnetic), as well as transitions between their metastable and bound states,
by the method of coupled channels, or normal modes, is reduced to solving boundary
value problems (BVPs) for the system N-connected ordinary dierential equations of
the second order (ODE).
distinctive features of the proposed approach to solving ... Most likely such a problem
(ODE system of the 2nd order) is not being solved for the rst time ... What's new?
The mathematical model of the above processes, given in the form of an initial
multidimensional (quantum mechanical) or three-dimensional boundary value
problem of an elliptic type, is reduced:
to a system of N-ODEs with variable coecients (real or complex, tabular or
piecewise continuous, or not only continuous, but also having continuous derivatives
up to a given order) on a nite interval with boundary conditions of mixed type:
Robin (i.e., third type or radiation condition), Neumann and Dirichlet, using the
constructed asymptotics of the desired solution and its expansion in terms of suitable
basis functions, including the calculation of the variable coecients of the ODE integrals in the reduction of the original problem in terms of basis functions, by the
Kantorovich method or by the incomplete Galerkin method.

Questions for discussion and replies: II
New implementation
For example, for the problem of subbarrier fusion of heavy ions or the problem of
calculating transverse modes in smoothly irregular optical bers, the proposed
method and the program implementing it by means the nite element method (FEM)
allow solving the problem of scattering or metastable states for an N-ODE system
with complex (or real variable coecients) with dierent numbers of asymptotically
coupled open channels and calculate the eigenfunction and the symmetric (or
unitary) scattering matrix composed of square matrices of transmission amplitudes
and rectangular matrices of reection amplitudes or with complex energy eigenvalues
and eigenfunctions of metastable states(calculated by means of the Newton method).
The same is about the nite element method. Surely this is not the rst
implementation of the method (see, for example, the Finite Elements Modeling
package for the Maple system:
[https : //www.maplesoft.com/applications/view.aspx?SID = 4671]) What is the
dierence between the proposed implementation?
Standard FEM programs (with Lagrange interpolation polynomials), implemented in
FORTRAN, C, MAPLE, MATHEMATICA ... in the public domain, solve elliptic
boundary value problems: three-dimensional, two-dimensional and one-dimensional,
but not for N-ODE systems of the type indicated above.

Questions for discussion and replies: III

New implementation
In standard FEM programs, Lagrange interpolation polynomials are used to
approximate the desired solution, which do not preserve the continuity of the
derivatives of solutions up to a given order, depending on the smoothness of the
variable coecients of the ODE at the boundary points of the subintervals of the
nite element mesh.
In the proposed software implementation of the FEM, to approximate the desired
solution, Hermite interpolation polynomials are used, which preserve the continuity
of the derivatives of the desired solution up to a given order, depending on the
smoothness of the variable coecients of the ODE at the boundary points of the
subintervals of the nite element mesh. The approximation of the Hermite
interpolation polynomials for smooth coecients of the ODE saves computer
resources and provides not only high accuracy, but also the continuity of the gradient
of the desired solution.

Questions for discussion and replies: IV
And nally, why Maple? Why not Fortran or C? What symbolic capabilities of
Maple are used in the program?
The FORTRAN and MAPLE program complexes for solving the above boundary
value problems for the N-ODE system by the nite element method (FEM) and the
method of constructing asymptotics (MA) of the sought solutions necessary for
constructing Robin's boundary conditions (i.e., the third type or radiation condition)
are being developed authors of the report from 2000 to 2020 and are presented in the
libraries of computer programs of the journal Computer Physics Communication and
JINRLIB (Joint Institute for Nuclear Research (JINR)).
MAPLE applies:
1) to calculate the Hermite interpolation polynomials, approximate the sought
solution (and approximate in the case of tabular variable ODE coecients and
smooth sewing with their asymptotics), construct the asymptotics of the sought ODE
solution necessary for constructing Robin or radiation boundary conditions.
2) for the expansion of the desired solution of the original multidimensional
boundary value problem in suitable basis functions, including the calculation of the
basis functions of their rst derivatives with respect to the parameter - the
independent variable of the ODE, variable coecients of the ODE - integrals in the
reduction of the original multidimensional boundary value problem in terms of basic
functions and their rst derivatives, by the method Kantorovich or the incomplete
Galerkin method, as well as a convenient graphical representation of all the elements
that make up the solution of the boundary value problem.

